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AK

Soft Corporate Offer
Our company offers enriched iron-bearing residues of iron and steel casting production, in
accordance to "TU U 27.1-32866198-003:2009", Ukrainian origin, which can be used in agglomerate
blasting manufacturing at steel work.
We reached high Iron concentration as well as low Silica Dioxide concentration by applying both the
technological process of enrichment and retreatment of iron-bearing residues of the processing of
both open-hearth furnace and blastfurnace.
Please refer to following quality specification

Parameters which are included in "TU U 27.1-32866198-003:2009"
Fe content min(Fe), %
64,0
Fe average content(Fe), %
68-70
Carbon( ),%
1,5-4,0
Silicium Dioxide (SiO2), %
1,2
Size,mm
Grade „A“
10-80
Grade „B“
0-10
Grade „C“
0-80
Additional parameters which are not included in "TU U 27.1-32866198-003:2009"
Mn ,%
0,8
,%
0,02
S,%
0,03
Zn,%
0,022
Pb,%
0,004
H2O,%
0,081
Terms of supply
Available volume per month, (MT)
Package
Specimens
Terms of payment
CPT Ukrainian port
FOB Ukrainian port

CPT Ukrainian port
FOB Ukrainian port
25 000,00
In bulk
(bulk in containers is available)
Available via courier service
100% irrevocable and confirmed LC at sight

Price Idea (Grades « », « », « »)
83,5 USD/m .
113,5 USD/m .
Procedure

- Buyer issues LOI or ICPO.
- Seller issues Firm Corporate Offer (FCO).
- Buyer returns signed FCO and issues both draft of the contract and draft of the LC to agree with the
seller’s bank.
- Buyer and Seller signs contract.
- Buyer and Seller appoint the date and the place to sign hard copies of the contract or exchange it
via courier service.
- The seller starts delivery as per the terms and conditions of the contract.

Our contacts:

www.albuco.net

Mr Denis Bondarenko,
Mr Anatoly Kuchkovsky,

info@albuco.net +38-095-1480001 (in russian and french)
info@albuco.net +38-067-6081559 (in russian and english)

Thanks
With Regard
Vladislav Solovey

REGISTRATION ADDRESS:
582-586 KINGSBURY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, B249ND, UK

